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SUMMARY

The direct capture of carbon diox-
ide from the environment is
increasingly becoming an urgent
necessity to mitigate the worst ef-
fects of climate change. However,
the high energy demands require
creative implementation strategies
to minimize the diversion of
already-stretched conventional
resources toward this cause. To
alleviate these issues, creative im-
plementation strategies must be
devised to lower the barrier to
economic applicability of DAC
systems so that they can be widely
deployed. To this end, the work
described herein presents innova-
tive technology for deploying
specially designed, self-contained
DAC railcars on both diesel and
electrified rail lines outfitted with
battery arrays, CO2 direct air cap-
ture systems, compression equip-
ment, and ancillary gear that
uniquely exploits the substantial
sustainable energy generated on-
board the train through regenera-
tive braking as well as from solar
panels mounted on compatible
railcars. The units are equipped
with large intakes that extend up
into the slipstream of the moving
train and collect CO2 feedstock
air by fluidic, ramjet-type pro-
cesses thus obviating the need
for the fans required by land-based
systems and places no demand on
energy or land resources. Un-
loaded daily at crew change or
fueling stops into regular CO2

tank cars, the network will curate
delivery of the harvested CO2 to
on-route sites for permanent un-
derground sequestration, or deliv-
ery to end-users as feedstock for
the circular carbon economy. The
technology will harvest meaningful
quantities of CO2 at far lower costs
and has the conservative potential
to reach annual productivity of
0.45 gigatons by 2030, 2.9 giga-
tons by 2050, and 7.8 gigatons
by 2075 with each car having an
annual capacity of 3,000 tonnes
of CO2 in the near term and more
as the technology progresses.

Introduction

As of 2020, global average temperature

was near 1.2�C above pre industrial

norms. Elevated levels of atmospheric

carbon dioxide (CO2) as a result of

anthropogenic activities have been the

primary driver of this increase in tem

perature, with concentrations rising

from a maximum of 300 ppm in the

pre industrial era, to nearly 420 ppm

in 2021. As a solution to this crisis, the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) estimates that upwards

of 1,000 gigatons of CO2 will need to

be directly removed from the atmo

sphere (CDR) by 2100 to stay within

2.0�C of warming or over 10 gigatons

of CO2 per year depending how quickly

we can decarbonize and the ensuing ul

timate peak ppm CO2 concentration.
1

In this spirit, the US Department of En

ergy just recently launched a national

push to remove gigatons of carbon

pollution from the air by 2050, called

the ‘‘Carbon Negative Earthshot.’’ It is

an all hands on deck urgent call for
Joule
innovative CO2 removal technologies.

However, the recent COP26 proceed

ings affirmed the immense challenges

in implementing solutions like CDR,

with many countries in disagreement

over reduction targets, timelines, and

economic consequences that stem

from the deployment of technological

carbon drawdown strategies.
Direct air carbon capture

One approach to attaining these goals is

direct air carbon capture (DACCorDAC).

First proposed by Lackner et al.2 in 1999,

DAC systems are a form of carbon

removal composedof a plurality of chem

ical and mechanical devices that capture

CO2 directly from the atmosphere. Cur

rent technologies to capture CO2 from

air employ liquid or solid adsorbents

based on amines, oxides, hydroxides,

carbons, zeolites, and metal organic

frameworks.3 No matter the material

class, however, all require substantial

amounts of energy to coax the captured

CO2 from the sorbent and to regenerate

it for cyclic use. After capture, additional

energy is required to collect, compress,

and liquefy the carbon dioxide for effi

cient transportation, geological seques

tration, or commercial utilization.

In the case of direct air carbon capture

and storage (DACCS), the CO2 is

permanently sequestered in subsurface

geologic formations where it remains

trapped or reacts with present minerals

to become carbonate rock and is there

fore a true carbon negative mitigation

strategy.4 Using geospatial data on

sedimentary thickness and other pa

rameters, the International Energy

Agency estimates that total global

geological CO2 storage capacity is be

tween 8 and 55 teratons, indicating

that there is ample storage capacity to

meet the IPCC goals to reverse climate

change in this way.4,5

On the other hand, in direct air carbon

capture and utilization (DACCU), the
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CO2 is used as a commodity feedstock

in the production of chemicals, poly

mers, synthetic fuels, refrigerants,

carbonated beverages, or use in such

operations as horticulture and con

struction and therefore can be seen as

a carbon neutral mitigation strategy.

Much of the energy input required for

DAC is unavoidable as it stems from the

intrinsically high entropic cost of collect

ing the damaging but nonetheless dilute

420 ppm of CO2 in the atmosphere and

the subsequent minimum energies

required for CO2 liquification. Because it

is primarily energy driven, the positive

impact of DAC on global warming will

only be realized if the carbon footprint of

the processes and all energy inputs are

carbon neutral and highly efficient. The

current industry leaders in direct air cap

ture employ different energy strategies

to satisfy these energy demands. For

example, Climeworks,6 Global Thermo

stat,7 and Heirloom Technologies8 all

employ heat to regenerate their sorbent;

Carbon Engineering9 uses natural gas

combustion toprovide the energy for sor

bent recalcination; and Verdox10 uses

electricity todrive the capture and release

process.

Efficient technologies for the direct

capture of this potent greenhouse gas

from air at the gigaton scale and perma

nently sequestering it deep within the

Earth or its use as a cyclical production

input commodity is within our grasp

and will, over time, greatly reduce

even reverse the harmful conse

quences of global warming and, in the

latter case, also begin to develop the

circular CO2 economy.45

Current challenges

At the current state of development, all

known DAC deployments are land

based systems that rely on increases in

temperature to release the captured

CO2 from either a solid or liquid based

sorbent. These systems use grid

electricity to move the air through the

system, either waste heat (Climeworks
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Switzerland), geothermal heat (Clime

works Iceland), or natural gas fired

burners with co captured CO2 emis

sions (Carbon Engineering Canada) to

drive the desorption cycle and grid

electricity again to power compressors

required to collect and store the har

vested CO2. Since one of the largest

consumers of energy in any DAC sys

tem is the desorption cycle, deploy

ments placed at cogeneration or

geothermal resources, such as Clime

works, are fine examples of ideal land

based DAC deployments.

However, it is not conceivable that

waste heat or geothermal resources

would be sufficient at a scale that would

bring meaningful benefits to the envi

ronment, and 100% electrically driven

systems from carbon neutral sources

will certainly be required. Along these

lines, new DAC concepts are being

tested that rely only upon changes in

charge polarity to operate, and heat re

generated systems can easily incorpo

rate electrically driven steam genera

tors to potentiate desorption.10

Even though it is with electric only sys

tems that large scale deployment of

DAC will be made possible, it is not a

panacea. Indeed, recent studies have

estimated as much as 25% of global

electrical generation capacity will

need to be dedicated to land based

DAC deployments by 2100.11 Further

more, with a reported yearly capture

capacity of 50 tonnes of CO2 (TCO2)

per typical land based, solid media

DAC module unit, it will require the

manufacture, operation, care, and

feeding of approximately 20 million of

these machines per gigaton of

captured CO2 or hundreds of millions

to timely meet the IPCC’s recommen

dations when powered by many thou

sands of terawatt hours of energy.12

Another challenge associated with the

current suite of DAC technologies is

that, at scale, they will require tremen

dous land resources upon which to
build farms of modular DAC units. This

will necessitate the purchase of, or

grant of rights to, vast tracts of land

for capture facilities and even more

land upon which to construct the

renewable sources of energy necessary

to power them. To achieve the IPCC’s

recommended 10+ gigatons per year

with land based DAC deployments

only, a total land area approximately

the size of Portugal would be required,

with some studies estimating this land

requirement to be as high as the size

of the United Kingdom.13

Near term projections with anticipated

economies of scale and further innova

tion have targetedDAC cost at or around

$100 per tonne of harvested CO2,

although others project significantly

higher costs given that operating facil

ities are currently producing at over

$500/TCO2.
13 However, even at the

most optimistic figures, the overall cost

and demands upon our global electrical

capacity will remain enormous. To this

end, alternative and complementary ap

proaches for ensuring the success of

DAC systems will be required to achieve

the level of carbon drawdown required to

mitigate the effects of climate change in a

timely fashion.

Rail based, hybrid direct air capture

An alternative to the current suite of

DAC technologies is the deployment

of self contained, rail based, mobile

DAC railcars (Rail DAC) (see cover im

age of July 20, 2022 issue of Joule)

with substantial CO2 harvesting capa

bilities and powered solely by the

train’s regenerative braking energy

(RBE) and on board solar with no

external charging requirements. This

currently untapped, train generated

source of energy can be considered

sustainable and zero carbon no matter

the locomotive’s fuel type or energy

source since the DAC railcars are only

placed with already running trains in

regular service that would otherwise

be making the journey regardless of

Rail DAC inclusion.



Figure 1. Rail DAC car and LEM car operation

(A) Schematic of a Rail DAC car. Air passes through intakes extending up into the slipstream of the moving train, through DAC contactors mounted

within the cylindrical collection chamber while RBE and solar power is utilized to charge a large battery array contained in the undercarriage. Captured

CO2 is liquefied, stored, and then off-loaded at stations during crew change or fueling stops.

(B) A locomotive emissions transfer array (LETA) funneling diesel exhaust into a locomotive emissions mitigation (LEM) car for point-source locomotive

CO2 emissions capture on diesel rail lines. This, in addition to sustainably sourced electrified rail, will broadly enable rail as the first carbon-neutral mode

of heavy transport in addition to a primary carbon-negative role in the removal of anthropogenic CO2 from the atmosphere.

Behind the locomotive consist, several Rail DAC cars perform the primary mission of removing CO2 from the ambient environmental air by direct air

capture (DAC).
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At first glance, it might seem that the

kinetic energy requirements in the

transportation of a mobile system

might outweigh the benefits. However,

since the primary advantage of the sys

tem is to capture and utilize the

tremendous regenerative braking en

ergies generated from stopping or

slowing an entire train many times per

day, a detailed life cycle emissions

analysis shows that Rail DAC is a highly

efficient means of carbon capture. The

system will harvest orders of magni

tude more CO₂ than is indirectly

emitted by the locomotive(s) in addi

tional fuel proximate to their operation

from train loading, aerodynamic drag,

and rolling resistance. On average,

these drag forces upon the train per

attached Rail DAC car total approxi

mately 1,000 kWh/day in freight opera

tions and 2,100 kWh/day when

attached in passenger operations given

the more frequent stops and subse

quent required accelerations back up

to speed. At scale, it is anticipated

that Rail DAC will operate near 93%

net CO2 efficiency including the carbon

debt incurred during regular rail trans

portation of the reclaimed CO2 to its

ultimate geological sequestration site.
This means that for every 100 mole

cules of CO2 that is captured, only

about 7 will be indirectly released by

way of its operation (see Methods S1,

p. 109 115).

Moreover, a rail based DAC system

would have very little in land require

ments. While Rail DAC cars will certainly

have an occupied space when not in

operation, this will be a transient pres

ence of dilute proportions within a

vast global railway network: a rail

network that, if laid end to end, would

reach to the moon and back twice

over and that contains a global popula

tion of nearly 7 million railcars and loco

motives, which is enough, if coupled

end to end, to circle the globe four

times at the equator.

Operation

During operation, the power generated

from regenerative braking and any

train mounted solar cells is stored in a

high capacity 2,400 kWh battery array

integrated in the undercarriage of the

Rail DAC car as shown in Figure 1A.

Like other electric or hybrid vehicles

(EVs), energy required for operation is

stored in a battery array. However, un
like other EVs, the battery array is re

plenished solely from on board sources

generated during train operations and

is not reliant in any way on off duty

charging cycles.

During operation, ambient air enters

the car through the forward facing in

take(s) that extend into the slipstream

of the moving train as shown in Fig

ure 1A, thereby eliminating any need

for energy consuming fans to provide

the necessary CO2 feedstock to the

collection chamber like those needed

with land based DAC systems. Of

note, the illustrations herein picture

Rail DAC cars with one top mounted

intake and one vent with a face area of

approximately 4.5 m2. However, it is

anticipated that production ambient

air Rail DAC cars will be outfitted with

more than one top mounted, forward

facing intake, each with a face area of

up to 6 m2 and with extensive venting

occurring out the bottom of the car

through the battery compartment to

provide concurrent battery array cool

ing capabilities. At 69 mph (111 km/h),

each intake would be capable of sup

plying over 10,000 m3/min of air to the

collection chamber.
Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022 3
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In any DAC system, the CO2 sorbent

media needs to be exposed to signifi

cant quantities of this free flowing

ambient air to present enough CO2

feedstock molecules to capture. This is

the adsorption stage and, on average,

approximately 2,500 molecules of air

constituents need to traverse the sys

tem for every one molecule of free

CO2. During the adsorption stage,

CO2 capture will continue until sorbent

capacity is reached or until air

throughput is terminated. A micropro

cessor based control system and a vari

ety of sensors are used to control this

and all other system processes, and

when it determines the sorbent is at or

near capacity, the adsorption stage is

ended and CO2 desorption is initiated.

This desorption stage is begun by first

closing off the collection chamber to

the external environment and then

pumping down the chamber volume

to create a partial vacuum within. This

step is to both reduce sorbent CO2

release energies and to ensure a high

CO2 purity end product not contami

nated with other constituent gases pre

sent in ambient air. This purer stream of

CO2, in turn, also allows for easier lique

faction thereby presenting greater sys

tem efficiency.

With the collection chamber closed and

a partial vacuum present, the actual

desorption of the CO2 from its molecu

lar captors is potentiated and the

captured CO2 is recovered. Depending

on the sorbent used, this desorption

potentiation can take many forms and

since Rail DAC was designed with oper

ational flexibility and upgradability in

mind, it is able to deploy nearly any sor

bent package including temperature,

pressure, or new charge polarity swing

systems.

After the gaseous CO2 begins to flow

from the sorbent media, it is collected

from within the chamber, compressed,

cooled by way of the heat exchanger

that doubles as the grill within the front

air intake, and finally liquefied in sec
4 Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022
ond stage compression then pumped

to the rear of the car for short term stor

age within the on board 15 TCO2 capac

ity reservoir that comprises the rear

dome structure and a matching internal

dome. Every 12 h at crew change or

fueling stops, the on board CO2 reser

voir is emptied into a normal CO2 tank

car located at that station. When a suffi

ciently large group of these tank cars

have been filled, a train will be made

and perhaps as much as 10,000 tons

of captured CO2 will be shipped into

the circular carbon economy as value

added feedstock or directly by rail to

geological sequestration sites.

Beyond ambient air DAC, similar loco

motive emissions mitigation (LEM) cars

can remove the emissions from diesel

locomotives themselves with only mi

nor exhaust routing modifications

required thereof as shown in Figure 1B.

This, in addition to sustainably sourced

electrified rail, will broadly enable rail

as the first carbon neutral mode of

heavy transport in addition to its pri

mary carbon negative mission to re

move CO2 from the atmosphere.

Again, since Rail DAC units are de

ployed only with already running

freight or passenger trains in regular

service that would be making the trip

despite the inclusion of Rail DAC cars,

there is almost no additional carbon

debt incurred from operation even if

diesel emissions went uncaptured or

some electrified rail sources were not

sustainable.

Rail DAC does not require that rail

transportation continue status quo op

erations to remain a viable carbon

negative solution only that it remains

in motion. Given that transportation is

perhaps the most well developed

sector in sustainability, a time in the

not too distant future can be envi

sioned where rail transitions entirely to

alternative fuels such as hydrogen or

toward broader implementation of

clean sourced electrification. In this

case, rail transportation would organi
cally become zero carbon, dedicated

LEM cars that remove locomotive emis

sions would no longer be necessary, the

entirety of on board generated energy

could be dedicated to ambient air

DAC, and environmentally dispersed

atmospheric carbon dioxide removal

would increase.

Energetics

Regenerative braking

All locomotives are driven by electric

motors either in diesel electric or all

electric configurations, and most

freight and passenger locomotives

across the world’s rail transportation

network have the ability, when braking,

to convert forward momentum into en

ergy generation to create a frictionless

braking force upon the train. In rail,

this is called ‘‘dynamic braking’’ (rheo

static braking) and is related to the

better known regenerative braking sys

tems found in other forms of transport.

Importantly, it should be noted that

trains use these energy braking systems

not only to come to a complete stop but

also, more frequently, to reduce speed.

This is especially the case in heavily

populated, mountainous, or hilly

geographical areas or where there exist

many track curvatures (see Methods S1,

p. 38 41).

There is one important difference with

dynamic braking versus regenerative

braking in that the energy generated

during dynamic braking is not used for

any practical purpose and is merely

converted into resistance heat and

discharged out the top of the locomo

tives during each braking maneuver. In

rare examples, there are trains in some

parts of the world that utilize true

regenerative braking to feed energy

back into the grid (all electric trains) or

to supply auxiliary power requirements

to passenger cars (diesel electric

trains). Some newly developed locomo

tives that are currently in the testing

stage in the US use true regenerative

braking and battery arrays to provide

no carbon additional motive power



Figure 2. Train energetics and Rail DAC CO2 harvest productivity

(A) Regenerative braking CO₂ mitigation potential by mode/utilization.

(B) Energy generated per stop or deceleration for different train types at varying speeds.

(C) The total energy recoverable from regenerative braking per day for different train types at varying speeds.

(D) Rail DAC CO₂ harvesting potential per train/day by kWh/TCO2.
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to diesel electric trains. While any utili

zation of previously wasted train gener

ated RBE is an important advancement

in transportation and environmental

technology, it is important to note that

no other use case is on par with the car

bon reduction technology presented

herein as can be seen in Figure 2A.

In Figure 2A we can see that, for

instance, using RBE for battery assisted

motive power on diesel lines mitigates

only around 21% of the emissions that
would be possible if that same energy

was used for on board DAC processes

without locomotive emissions co cap

ture and 17% with the inclusion of these

emissions capture cars. In another

example, using RBE to resupply back

to the grid on electrified lines with the

net power after transmissions losses be

ing used for land based DAC opera

tions mitigates only around 57% of the

CO2 that would be possible if that

same energy was used for Rail DAC

operations.
With only minor modifications to the

currently configured global locomotive

fleet and keeping the existing dynamic

braking resistor grids to be used if

needed, the substantial braking energy

generated from stopping or deceler

ating an entire train many times per

day could be made regenerative and

stored in a battery array for later pro

ductive use. The energy generation po

tential of regenerative braking systems

per complete stop or partial decelera

tion depends on the train weight and
Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022 5
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speed prior to braking and, in the case

of decelerations, the total speed reduc

tion factor. The energy production po

tential in kWh for each complete stop

or each partial deceleration for passen

ger and freight trains is shown in Fig

ure 2B as a function of train speed prior

to braking, and, in the case of decelera

tions, attaining a 45 mph (72 km/h)

speed reduction target where such de

celerations would not be required if

normally traveling at or under this

speed (see Methods S1, p. 46 52).

Given the impact of higher velocities

in the kinetic energy equation, we can

see again in Figure 2B that even small

decelerations of trains from normal

operating speed to 45 mph (72 km/h)

generate substantial braking energy

with only two to three required to equal

the energy of one complete stop.

In addition to speed and weight of the

train, the energy generation potential

of any regenerative braking system is

controlled by the number of braking

maneuvers made during operation,

both in complete stops and partial de

celerations. In freight rail, the number

of decelerations greatly exceeds that

of complete stops for whereas an in

verse is true for passenger rail where

frequent stops are made to embark

and disembark passengers. In both,

the number of each increase linearly

with the speed of the train since these

points occur at fixed distances with

more arriving per day at faster speeds

(see Methods S1, p. 55 59). Taken

together, the energy generation poten

tials within a 24 h period for freight

trains traveling at 59 mph (95 km/h)

and passenger trains traveling at 69

mph (111 km/h) are shown in Figure 2C

(see Methods S1, p. 60 62).

Train solar

Many railcars have a large, unob

structed flat or curved roof section

that is out of the way of much industrial

wear and tear, nearly always in full

daylight, and well suited for the appli

cation of flexible thin film or rigid crys
6 Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022
talline silicon photovoltaic (PV) cells.

This capacity is in addition to the PV

cells mounted atop the Rail DAC cars

themselves, and each railcar so equip

ped is interconnected to other railcars

so equipped in series at the same time

as other connections are being made

during normal and customary rail

yard train making operations. In the

case of an incompatible car, a simple

permanently installed jumper running

between couplers will allow any combi

nation of cars to be coupled together.

These railcar electrical interconnections

will also serve to disseminate the

RBE output from locomotives that

might be distributed throughout the

train to various Rail DAC cars that are

also distributed at different points

throughout the train (see Methods S1,

p. 63 69).

Of the global railcar population,

roughly two thirds will be of a suitable

design for application of rooftop solar

cells. For illustrative purposes, applica

tion of solar cells atop two thirds of

the global railcar population would

equate to an area of approximately

270 km2 or about the same total area

of deployed solar cells in all of the US

as of 2018 with a capacity of approxi

mately 125 TWh/year but with no addi

tional land footprint being required

(see Methods S1, p. 121 126). More

over, when not connected to train,

such solar equipped railcars could

easily be integrated as a normal source

of renewable capacity within the

broader electrical grid in the region

they are located at that time, which

will be of great benefit in highly devel

oped urban or industrial areas where

land is unavailable for traditional

renewable deployments.

Total train energy

Together, regenerative braking, Rail

DAC car solar panels, and future train

mounted solar panels could generate

as much as 36,500 kWh per 24 h period

in freight rail operations for an 8,000 US

ton train normally traveling at 59 mph
(95 km/h) with 67 railcars deployed

with solar capabilities and 26,197 kWh

per 24 h period in passenger rail opera

tions for a 1,300 US ton train normally

traveling at 69 mph (111 km/h) with

the entirety of its railcars deployed

with solar capabilities (see Methods

S1, p. 70 72).

Since total train energy generation po

tential for a given route will be a known

quantity using historical datasets and a

maximum but otherwise down rounded

quantized number of Rail DAC cars will

be included on these routes, it is antic

ipated that a limited quantity of excess

battery array energy will be available

for additional purposes beyond DAC

operations. As discussed previously,

this unused excess battery array energy

can be used to supply passenger car

auxiliary power or even additional

motive power when resupplied back

to the locomotives and will average

approximately 2,500 kWh per 24 h

period in most trains equating to a 2%

increase in propulsion efficiency if

used for that purpose.

Electrified rail

The question might arise of how Rail

DAC will fair on electrified rail lines. In

short, the operation of Rail DAC on

electrified lines will be identical to

diesel lines since both employ regener

ative braking. However, on some elec

trified lines, RBE can be resupplied

back into the electrical grid during

braking, and a deeper dive would be

necessary. In those broad geographical

areas with sparse populations and

extended distances between cities, rail

electrification can be difficult and ineffi

cient given the long transmission runs

and corresponding resistive losses.

Higher voltage lines can offset these

losses but are limited due to safety con

cerns given the relatively low elevation

of catenary wires and the economic

and space limitations of outfitting

each locomotive with the appropriately

sized step down transformer. The in

verse is true for RBE grid feedback.
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Either the transmission line voltage

needs to generally correspond to that

of the locomotive, the step down trans

former must be configured for bi direc

tional down/up operation, or, again,

another on board transformer is

required to step up the motor output

voltage back to that of the catenary.

Despite the challenges, there are some

regions where RBE retransmission is

accomplished, such as in Switzerland

and certain other European countries.

In these regions, a thorough techno

economic assessment (TEA) and life cy

cle analysis (LCA) would be necessary

before a determination of net benefit

can be determined when Rail DAC’s

train kinetic losses are compared to

regenerative braking feedback ineffi

ciencies and corresponding economics.

However, since each Rail DAC car’s cu

mulative drag is about 1,030 kWh for a

24 h period in freight operations, it is

likely that both the feedback transmis

sion losses and the economics of such

would indicate a net benefit.

Capture potential

The most perfunctory way in which to

gauge Rail DAC’s theoretical produc

tivity would be to simply divide avail

able on board energy by the required

energy input to harvest 1 tonne of

CO2. In Figure 2D, we see the daily

CO2 harvesting potential of passenger

and freight trains given different per

tonne CO2 capture efficiencies ranging

from 267 kWh per tonne to 427 kWh per

tonne with the mid range focused on

the deployment of a new sorbent sys

tem envisioned by Voskian and Hatton

in 2019 that is close to commercializa

tion by Verdox and dubbed ‘‘Electro

Swing’’ DAC, which makes use of

redox active quinone compounds as

the capture medium.10

When quinone molecules are forced to

take on extra electrons and maintain a

negative charge, they have a high chem

ical affinity for CO2 molecules and snag

any that pass. When the extra electrons
are removed from the quinone mole

cules, the quinone’s chemical affinity

for CO2 instantly disappears, and the

molecules release the captured CO2. In

other words, by applying a voltage

bias, CO2 is adsorbed, and by reversing

the applied voltage bias, the CO2 mole

cules are desorbed and swept out of the

system for harvest. Correspondingly, the

quinone is now regenerated and ready

to capture more CO2 during the next

cycle.10

This novel DAC sorbent greatly reduces

the time that the system must remain in

the unproductive desorption stage and

eliminates, for instance, the need to

pump large quantities of steam into

(or otherwise heat) the collection cham

ber and fight against its high thermal

inertia. A mere flip of a switch and the

reversing of electrical charge polarity

passing through the media is all that is

required to coax this sorbent to give

up its captured CO2. In essence, the

Electro Swing system delivers an ‘‘on

demand’’ desorption cycle.

It also has the advantage among solid

DAC systems as being resistant to per

manent fouling by contaminants that

are present in exhaust gases such as

SOx and NOx that plagues most other

sorbents and eventually renders them

ineffective. In this case, when these

molecules begin to build up in the

Electro Swing media, a ‘‘purge cycle’’

of higher desorption voltages is re

ported to drive off these contaminants

and bring the media back to full

performance.10

This DAC sorbent technology only uses

electricity to actuate the capture and

release of CO2 and has also been noted

to have one of the lowest energy re

quirements of new DAC technologies

and is projected as having a capture ef

ficiency of approximately 425 kWh/

TCO2 including moving air through the

chamber with fans and liquefaction of

the harvested CO2.
10 However, since

the Rail DAC system does not require
air moving equipment during opera

tion, this figure can be reduced by

approximately 78 kWh/TCO2 to

347 kWh/TCO2. Using this as our de

nominator, each freight train and pas

senger train will have the capability to

harvest approximately 105 and 75

tonnes, respectively, of CO2 each day

by way of the Rail DAC system and

can be seen in the callouts in Figure 2D.

Depending on the anticipated total en

ergy generation potential of a specific

weight train on a given route, most

trains will support multiple Rail DAC

cars, with the aim being to utilize all

the train’s daily generated energy and

maximize CO2 removal. Within 25

years, as train speeds increase, energy

generation scales, and system effi

ciencies improve, it is anticipated that

as many as 13 Rail DAC cars (10%) could

be included within many trains used in

freight operations. Since the maximum

daily harvesting capacity of each Rail

DAC car is anticipated to be approxi

mately 20 tonnes per day at this time,

these trains will have the capability to

harvest as much as 260 TCO2 per day

or over 95,000 tonnes per year. At these

levels, each Rail DAC equipped train

would therefore be equipped to har

vest each year an amount of CO2, which

would fill approximately 10 complete

100 car unit trains consisting only of

CO2 tank cars and all without any en

ergy incremental costs or external de

mands on scarce sustainable sources

(see Methods S1, p. 76 79).

Scaling and technical challenges

Land based DAC deployments have

one clear advantage over Rail DAC.

Not considering excessive sustainable

energy and land demands or costs

related thereto, land based DAC instal

lations have few physical limitations on

scaling potential whereas Rail DAC’s

scaling is limited by, primarily, how

many individual Rail DAC cars the

train’s on board maximum energy pro

duction capabilities will support and

the total Rail DAC deployments global
Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022 7



Figure 3. Rail DAC scaling and global CO2 harvest potential

(A) Traditional railcar vs. Rail DAC car manufacturing (N. America only).

(B) Rail DAC global CO2 harvest potential per year.

(C) Rail DAC cumulative global CO₂ harvest by year.
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rail traffic will allow. Despite the above

noted immutable constraints, it is

believed that Rail DAC could be scaled

to achieve approximately 0.45 gigatons

within 6 years, 2.9 gigatons per year by

2050, and 7.8 gigatons per year by

2075. How?

First, Rail DAC unit production, neces

sarily, will need to be scaled to achieve

significant yearly deliveries. This is no

small order. Indeed, to achieve the pro

jected level of yearly Rail DAC CO2 har

vesting potential through the end of the

century, 750,000 of these railcars will

have to be manufactured by 2075.

While ostensibly a monumental under

taking, upon further consideration, this

Rail DAC car production schedule is

feasible when looking at the decades

of like in kind data points associated

with traditional railcar manufacturing

available as a backdrop. The chart

shown in Figure 3A models required

Rail DAC car production to meet CO2

harvesting projections through 2075

(blue line). All this new production de

mand fits neatly within the boundaries

of both historical and conservatively

projected normal North American only

railcar production (red line).14 Impor

tantly, this never exceeds 20% of the

status quo normal capacity in this rele

vant manufacturing sector, which will

have to scale production up by an

equivalent amount but never unrealisti

cally so.

By design, there exists great similarities

between a Rail DAC car and a normal

and customary railroad tank car. Surplus

rail tank cars will be used not only for the

prototypes but also for the production

units until such time as the vast supply

of these surplus cars is exhausted. Not

only will this substantially reduce engi

neering and production costs but will

also mitigate new manufacturing carbon

emissions from such sources as steel pro

duction and transportation. It is an

exciting prospect to repurpose a car

that oncemight have been used to trans

port petroleum products into one that



Table 1. Required always-moving trains
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will reverse that trend and actually re

move CO2 from the atmosphere.

Second, deployment of built Rail DAC

cars in both freight and passenger rail

operations will have to meet year

over year targets. To achieve the CO2

drawdown targets, approximately

13,500 trains will need to be deployed

with the Rail DAC system by 2030, and

this figure grows to 43,500 trains by

2050 and 45,500 trains by 2075. This

reduced growth by 2075 of required

trains maximally outfitted with Rail

DAC cars while, at the same time signif

icantly growing in productivity, is due to

the projected increased efficiencies, air

volume delivery and energy generation

potential of the system at this time.

Third, rail traffic will have to increase

year over year beginning near 2040
when number of constructed units rea

ches that of rail network capacity. This

growth in rail traffic will have to

continue up until the late 2060’s

when the capped number of opera

tional units is achieved and rail

network capacity again exceeds avail

able cars. By 2030, it is projected that

there will be approximately 33,000

trains always moving on the rails

around the world in both freight and

passenger service at any given

average time. This is expected to

grow to 44,500 trains by 2050 and

71,500 trains by 2075. This increase

in already running trains in regular ser

vice to which multiple Rail DAC units

could be applied is critical to optimal

scaling potential. Given that global

year over year growth rates going

back to 2004 average at 1.97% for

freight and 3.57% for passenger, these
projections seem organic, and even

higher growth rates seem reasonable

given rail’s high sustainability factor

and the benefits brought forth by this

Rail DAC technology (see Methods

S1, p. 81 99).

Importantly, these numbers represent

the minimum number of always moving

trains necessary to transport a specific

value of global ‘‘gross ton miles’’

(GTM) in freight operations or ‘‘passen

ger miles’’ (PM) in passenger operations

of given weight trains or number of pas

sengers traveling at a given speed. In

freight, any variance in either of these

two factors from actual will not signifi

cantly alter projections as, for instance,

a decrease in average freight train

weight will, indeed, reduce on board

energy production available for DAC

operations but only serve to increase

the number of necessary always moving

freight trains to which Rail DAC cars

could be then applied and similarly for

train speed as can be seen in Table 1,

equation 1A.

Unlike train weight used in freight calcu

lations, a significant divergence in

average passengers per train will not

have anymeaningful impact on train en

ergy but will directly affect the number

of necessary always moving passenger

trains as can be seen in Table 1, equa

tion 1B. With this in mind, we have

used a very conservative global

average passenger count per train of

400, whereas the International Union

of Railways reports a global mean of

approximately 250 passengers per

train. In these trains, speed is factored

in the same way as in freight rail, mean

ing that a reduced speed will decrease

train energy but only serve to increase

the number of required trains. It is

important to note, however, that while

variance in speed linearly impacts num

ber of required trains in the sameway as

train weight or number of passengers, it

does not do so in energy calculations. In

these calculations, it has an exponential

significance due to the nature of the
Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022 9
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kinetic energy equation. In this way, we

can see that faster trains are always

preferred for purposes of RBE genera

tion (Table 1).

Given that trains use roughly 85% less

energy than trucks per unit of deliv

ered freight, and rail will be the only

conceivable large scale carbon nega

tive mode of transportation using Rail

DAC technology, there could be

powerful incentives for shippers and

passengers to switch to rail and a rail

centered gravitational singularity could

develop. In this case, any historical

annual growth rates in rail traffic could

be grossly understated and Rail DAC’s

bold carbon capture projections could

certainly be achieved, if not exceeded.

In fact, if just 30% of truck transport

was diverted to rail, rail traffic will

almost immediately increase by

approximately 40%. Moreover, since

rail is the most efficient form of scale

transportation and is five to six times

more fuel efficient per tonne trans

ported than truck, any increase in rail

traffic away from less efficient forms

of scale transportation will certainly

have a positive environmental impact

in and of itself.15

Fourth, DAC efficiency will have to in

crease, meaning that the energy

required per tonne of CO2 harvested

will have to decrease. This too seems

likely given the historical data. If next

gen DAC sorbents like Electro Swing

can deliver at scale within estimates,

Rail DAC near term energetics per

tonne of harvested CO2 will be at or

near 347 kWh with further incremental

energy reductions likely going for

ward.10 However, taking into account

that there is a minimum energy

requirement for CO2 liquefaction and

mature technology for doing so at or

near 85 kWh per tonne CO2 with ther

modynamic minimum energetics for

capture at or near 125 kWh, it seems

unlikely that long term, mature tech

minimum DAC energy requirements

will drop below 225 kWh/TCO2.
10
10 Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022
With that in mind, projected future

capture efficiencies of 302 kWh/TCO2

by 2050 and 245 kWh/TCO2 by 2075

are used.

Fifth, locomotive RBE generation effi

ciency should be optimized. On the

equipment side, for instance, this can

be accomplished with ideally suited

rotating electrical and associated com

ponentry such as high efficiency AC

traction motors/generators being uni

versally incorporated in the manufac

ture of locomotives. In the future, auto

mated braking systems that maximize

the use of regenerative braking over

friction braking using real time location

information and purpose built algo

rithms will further maximize RBE

output.16 On the operational side, for

instance, continued wide spread adop

tion of distributed power trains or the

placement of locomotives at the front,

middle, or even rear of the train will

allow for maximized regenerative

braking maneuvers without unsafe train

handling situations.

Sixth, application of solar cells atop a

significant portion of compatible

normal railcars that comprise a train

will certainly help to meet productivity

targets. This is important to achieving

CO2 removal goals because train solar

will be responsible for as much as 17%

of overall Rail DAC productivity in

freight and 6% in passenger operations.

Lastly, since the energy generated per

stop for DAC utilization increases with

speed and weight of the train, the

continued trajectory of ever heavier

and faster trains will go far in maxi

mizing Rail DAC CO2 harvest potential.

Of the two, speed is the most impactful

as velocity is squared in the kinetic/RBE

equation. This will continue to come

from better designed and higher speed

rail lines, expanded maintenance and

inspection protocols, newer and more

advanced motive power and railcars,

and improved train control technology,

such as positive train control and
automated braking systems previously

mentioned.

In many of these areas, additional opti

mization will be possible by applying

machine learning, artificial intelligence,

or genetic algorithm driven inverse

design, which can allow for further pro

ductivity gains based solely on logistics

and other deployment parameters.

These systems will aide in formerly irre

tractable combinatorial optimization

problems and will utilize real time train

information, historical route, and en

ergy generation datasets, as well as

seasonal and daily weather patterns.

Adjunct benefits of Rail DAC scaling

Besides energy, land, and cost advan

tages, the shining star that sets Rail

DAC apart from other solutions may

be in its scaling related adjunct benefits

unrelated to rail or even carbon cap

ture. Indeed, it is certainly optimal that

in solving one challenge, an unrelated

challenge can be correspondingly ad

dressed rather than compounded or,

worse, created anew.

To begin with, of the seven scaling chal

lenges presented in the previous sec

tion, three are shared dilemmas across

all types of DAC deployments. Indeed,

massively scaling up unit production ca

pabilities, sustainable sources of input

energy, and increasing DAC efficiency

will be universal boardroom topics of

discussion no matter if your DAC solu

tion has wheels or remains terra firmly

affixed.

Four of the seven are indeed rail

related challenges but, again, solving

for them benefits far more than just

rail or even carbon capture. A compre

hensive national push to increase rail

traffic means longer and more frequent

stops at rail crossings for some

drivers but also less truck traffic, less

traffic congestion, corresponding

higher workforce productivity and qual

ity of life, fewer accidents, and far, far

fewer corresponding emissions due to
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rail’s substantial advantages in carbon

efficiency. So, by solving for the scaling

challenge of increasing rail traffic to

increase Rail DAC’s global CO2 harvest

ing capacity, we can achieve a further

co occurring significant reduction in

CO2 emissions. This is exactly the kind

of multifaceted achievement the

quintessential buzzword ‘‘synergy’’ was

meant to express.

Automated train braking systems and

increased use of energy braking sys

tems mean increased RBE but also safer

trains, less wear of friction braking com

ponents, fewer wayside fires, accidents,

and dangerous, polluting derailments.

Here, too, we find rare synergies.

Faster and heavier trains likewise mean

increased RBE and also newer and safer

rail infrastructure and a more efficient

global transportation network with

increased rail utilization by both freight

and passenger users and, with such,

still fewer corresponding emissions

again, showing the same synergistic

benefits throughout this scaling chal

lenge as well.

Capture potential at scale

If we project RBE generation capabil

ities across the population of required

always moving trains, approximately

310 TWh (345 w/PV) of sustainable en

ergy will be generated across the

world’s railways by 2030. Put in context,

this is about 4.0 times the yearly output

of the Three Gorges Dam in Hubei Prov

ince, China. This energy can be utilized

to harvest anthropogenic CO2 from the

ambient air to help mitigate climate

change, all while alleviating the clean

energy supply challenges and costs

associated with developing these sour

ces or depending on grid electricity for

direct air capture deployments.

Utilizing this on board source of sus

tainable energy and projections for it

going forward, the range of CO2 cap

ture capacity of the Rail DAC system

can be appreciated by inspection of
Figure 3B, which plots the CO2 removal

capacity across the globe over the

course of a year in billions of tonnes

for trains of projected operational pa

rameters and process efficiencies for

that time. Taking into account the pri

mary limiting factors of on board

generated sustainable energy and unit

manufacturing projections, with today’s

parameters and efficiencies and using

mid weight trains as the norm, the

theoretical Rail DAC harvesting poten

tial is estimated to be about 0.45

gigatons by 2030. In 2050 and 2075

with projected parameters and effi

ciencies, the annual CO2 capture

capacity grows to about 2.9 and 7.8

gigatons, respectively, with approxi

mately 43,500 and 45,500 trains

deployed with Rail DAC at those times

(see Methods S1, p. 101 107).

With the IPCC’s range of estimated car

bon removal requirements to stay

within 2�C of warming interwoven as a

backdrop, we can see Rail DAC’s cumu

lative global carbon removal projec

tions in Figure 3C and notice the inter

section of cumulative capacity with the

IPCC’s mid range estimated carbon

removal requirement being achievable

by 2123.

Economics

At scale, it is projected that Rail DAC

will have a cost per tonne of harvested

CO2 of well under $50 USD in the near

to mid term with the latest detailed es

timates coming in just above $45 per

TCO2 at the megaton scale. Numbers

in this range are ground breaking and

would propel this technology into the

realm of being the first commercially

viable large scale DAC solution when

paired, for instance, with the antici

pated $85 per TCO2 45Q tradeable tax

credit offered for CO2sequestration

in the US. With such a drastic cost

reduction under the current suite of

technologies, accuracy questions must

be raised. However, these questions

are quickly reduced with analysis of a

single cost component energy.
As Rail DAC uses only on board gener

ated sources of sustainable energy,

there is an obvious disruptive economic

advantage in the lack of incremental en

ergy costs or costs associated with

greenfield development of sustainable

energy sources. For comparison pur

poses using the above outlined near

term energy budget of 425 kWh/TCO2

and nominal solar sourced electricity

costs of 5.7¢/kWh, Rail DAC has a 24

Billion USD cost advantage per gigaton

of CO2 ($24/TCO2) from energy alone

even when considering that both will

have similar battery storage costs.17

Moreover, when one considers that the

approximately 310 TWh of braking en

ergy that will be produced by 2030

across the world’s railways could be

converted from rheostatic to regenera

tive, stored, andmade usable with a tar

geted investment of approximately $20

billion USD, whereas developing the

equivalent scale of carbon neutral en

ergy sources plus battery storage to po

wer land based DAC deployments

would require approximately 10 times

that at or near $200 billion USD, it

becomes clear that the Rail DAC tech

nology described herein will achieve a

much faster initial deployment with a

far reduced total capital outlay.

Additionally, the substantial tangible

and intangible benefit of Rail DAC hav

ing no fixed, land based footprint

should not be overlooked. Not only

will there be no direct (or indirect) costs

associated with acquiring, preparing,

and maintaining sizable swaths of land

but also no sprawling industrial looking

DAC installations to permanently mar

our landscapes or cityscapes and no

‘‘not in my neighborhood’’ impedi

ments to broad deployment. Indeed,

with land requirements being as high

as 1,700 km2 per gigaton of CO2 har

vesting potential and approximately 5

to 10 times that area dedicated to

renewable energy sources to power

such, direct land costs might be the

least of the prudent concerns when
Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022 11
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environmental and social costs are

considered.13

However, Rail DAC will have two line

item additional costs that it will not

share with land based DAC deploy

ments, namely, additional locomotive

fuel consumption (with CCS) incremen

tal from its operation in the form of

heavier train loading, higher train aero

dynamic drag, and greater train rolling

resistance, as well as an appropriate

margin to properly incentivize the host

railroads in Rail DAC car deployment.

As required with other DAC deploy

ments except those immediately atop

appropriate geological sequestration

sites, transportation of the harvested

CO2 to a final destination is also

required. In the case of Rail DAC, trans

port of the filled regular CO2 tank cars

from their respective stations to a

nearby geological sequestration site is

also built into the cost model. Other

costs inherent with DAC deployments

such as capital costs, CO2 sorbent life

cycle costs and periodic maintenance

costs will have to be proven out but

should be substantially similar between

Rail DAC and land based DAC deploy

ments when taken on a per tonne or

per gigaton basis.

For illustrative purposes since detailed

cost comparisons between Rail DAC

and land based DAC is outside the

scope of this analysis, if Rail DAC’s per

tonne cost is assumed to be $45/TCO2

and land acquisition, preparation, and

maintenance costs are excluded from

the comparative side of the equation,

then Land DAC could be presumed to

have a per tonne cost at or near $70/

TCO2 with its incremental energy costs

that are not present with Rail DAC.

Encouragingly, this number would be

very much in line with certain recent

near to mid term land based DAC cost

projections.

The role of government

Currently over 135 countries have a

mid century or earlier net zero target.
12 Joule 6, 1–14, July 20, 2022
While the 2015 Paris Agreement fo

cuses mostly on emission reductions,

carbon removal may be counted to

ward meeting each nation’s contribu

tion to CO2 reduction. With operation

ally proven, environmentally sound,

and economically competitive technol

ogies available, many countries will

certainly include DAC as a component

of the strategy for meeting their target.

Development of Rail DAC thus greatly

increases the array of both public and

private strategies for meeting these tar

gets, and opportunities to marry emis

sion reduction and carbon removal

measures in a single cohesive package.

To achieve its full potential, Rail DAC

requires deployment on a global

scale, with analogous compensation

structures and regulatory environments

across national borders. As the capture

and sequestration of past accumulated

CO2 is a public good, large scale DAC

deployments will need to be primarily

funded by governments. This govern

ment funding can take the form of

direct payments or tax credits, which

are already available in some countries.

However, as more carbon mitigation

policies are implemented such as a car

bon tax, emissions trading systems, or

emissions intensity standards, some of

these government borne costs can be

off set through emitter paid liabilities

by regulated entities subject to these

emission reduction policies. These

policies will allow the use of specified

emission reduction credits recognized

for compliance and such tradeable

credits will give regulated entities an

incentive, for instance, to fund Rail

DAC deployments or purchase Rail

DAC derived carbon removal credits

to reduce incurred carbon liabilities.

Given the deep interdependencies

required for robust Rail DAC deploy

ment, every stakeholder in the supply

chain, from developers, owners, and

operators to railcar builders, DAC

sorbent manufactures, and host rail

roads, must be appropriately incentiv
ized. If end of chain operators are

sufficiently compensated per unit of

CO2, these actors will be able to pass

iterative profit opportunities back up

through all elements of the supply

chain. This approach minimizes regula

tory complexity and costs while

enhancing oversight capability, trans

parency, and the ability to clearly eval

uate program efficacy. There are also

opportunities for creative non mone

tary incentive structures that capitalize

on the numerous co occurring benefits

of successful wide scale Rail DAC

deployment. If there is a strong national

push, for instance, to expand and

improve rail infrastructure and corre

sponding revenue rail traffic for rail

roads, these railroads could be partly

incentivized to vigorously deploy Rail

DAC technology through the immense

growth in third party revenues and

publicly funded capital asset improve

ments consequently brought forth.

Government ownership, control, and

low or no cost access to strategically

placed state owned geological seques

tration sites is likely to be a focus in the

near future. This would certainly be vital

in those geographic areas where sites

might be of limited quantity or quality.

State ownership of these strategic as

sets would not only serve to encourage

development and broad deployment of

carbon capture technology by elimi

nating end of chain uncertainty and

regulatory hurdles but also serve to in

crease site safety and monitoring,

reduce potential diversion of captured

CO2 for purposes of enhanced oil re

covery, and eliminate unethical rent

seeking by private or corporate actors.

As themost efficient form of scale trans

portation, rail would greatly benefit

from well designed carbon pricing

structures, which will proximately in

crease its pricing competitiveness

among other modalities of heavy trans

portation. Moreover, to the extent that

such carbon pricing structures shift

business toward rail and away from
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other less efficient forms of transporta

tion, a bilateral exponential positive

feedback loop is created in the reduc

tion of heavy transportation CO2 emis

sions from rail’s greater efficiency while

simultaneously enhancing CO2 removal

from amplified deployment of Rail DAC

technology made possible by this very

shift in traffic.
DISCUSSION

All IPCC emissions pathways that are

compatible with 1.5�C and 87% of path

ways compatible with 2�C rely on the

assumption of large scale atmospheric

CO2 removal projects, but the deploy

ment of these systems must be achieved

quickly to avoid the catastrophic effects

of a dangerously warming planet.1

Bolstered by recent large scale success

ful deployments, direct air capture

technologies have increasingly been

included in the vastmajority ofmitigation

pathways and are now considered critical

to keep below 2�C and even more so for

1.5�C.1 Given the timely imperative of

implementing DAC technologies while

simultaneously decarbonizing all facets

of our society, creative implementation

strategies are required to ensure the judi

cious use of sustainable resources and to

lower the barrier for large scale DAC

implementation.

In their present configurations, both

freight and passenger trains generate

hundreds of terawatt hour amounts of

energy each year during energy braking

maneuvers and are ideal platforms for

roof mounted PV cells that, on some

trains, could be as large as an entire

football field with significant energy

output potential. These two on board

sources of sustainable energy can be

utilized to power rail based, DACC sys

tems, which can efficiently remove

anthropogenic CO2 from our environ

ment at the 10+ gigaton scale. The

DAC technology described herein pro

vides multi fold benefits associated

with utilization of a currently wasted en

ergy resource as well as capitalizing
upon already existing infrastructure to

achieve highly scalable CO2 removal

at far diminished costs.

With first units beginning construction

by a startup known as CO2Rail Com

pany as early as Q1 2023, Rail DAC is

a promising solution to a global climate

change crisis that takes the already

most efficient form of scale transporta

tion and makes even diesel lines nearly

carbon neutral in their operation to

transport both goods and passengers

while, at the same time, being signifi

cantly carbon negative by deploying

proven DAC technology to remove gig

atons of anthropogenic CO2 from the

environment. Even the singular and, in

this case, auxiliary benefit of decarbon

izing diesel rail and thusly broadly

enabling rail as the first carbon neutral

mode of heavy transport would be

game changing. When coupled with

its ambient air DAC operations it be

comes paradigm shifting. If global de

carbonization can be accomplished

within the next few decades, Rail DAC

has the potential to become the

key CDR solution that plays a significant

role in dropping atmospheric CO2

concentrations to pre industrial 300

ppm by the mid 2100s a key CDR

solution without a fixed, land based

footprint, excessive demands on clean

energy generation capacity that will

be needed for decarbonization efforts,

or any reliance upon grid energy

resources.

Given rail’s potential as a substantial

source of untapped sustainable energy

with most of it being readily available

without significant additional develop

ment costs, the choice whether to

develop Rail DAC seems to be an easy

one. We should take this Rail DAC solu

tion from drawing board to reality and

make good use of as much of this

unique but nonetheless substantial

source of sustainable energy as can be

developed. At the same time, we can

capitalize on the numerous auxiliary

benefits that come along for the ride
in developing this rail based DAC

technology.

The investment will be enormous with

any DAC solution; however, if in devel

oping such we cannot only remove CO2

from the air at the 10+ gigaton scale but

also take advantage of a currently un

tapped source of clean energy; save

upwards of $24 billion USD per gigaton

of CO2 in energy costs alone; forgo per

manent adulterations to our landscapes

and cityscapes; allocate a quarter of our

global energy capacity to DAC;

improve critical national infrastructure,

transportation safety, rail utilization,

speed, and efficiency; reduce traffic

congestion, accidents, and highway fa

talities; increase workforce productivity

and overall quality of life; create legions

of skilled, high paying jobs on a perma

nent basis over the next decades; build

legislative, popular, and corporate sup

port of climate change mitigation and

carbon removal programs; and finally,

drastically reduce rail, truck, plane and

even auto related emissions as a result

of its broad deployment, the choice be

comes, quite simply ‘‘when,’’ not ‘‘if.’’

This is the kind of creative, bold solu

tion that may just get the current bleak

picture of climate change back on track

into a future brighter one of ‘‘Climate

Change BACK.’’
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